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Minister Charles Jr. underscores support for Organization during  

Press Conference, Tour 

M 
inister the Hon. Pearnel 

Charles Jr. underscored 

his support for the Real 

Estate Board and the 

Commission of Strata Corporations 

while outlining a raft of projects and 

plans for the organisation, during a 

press conference at the Real Estate 

Training Institute on Tuesday June 

29, 2021.  The press conference 

followed a tour of the Institute and 

the organisation’s Trafalgar Road 

Head Office. 

 “The Real Estate Board and 

the Commission of Strata 

Corporations serve as important 

elements of our Ministry’s thrust to 

transform and ultimately renew 

Jamaica,” Minister Charles declared. 

“I will be doing everything in my 

power to give the necessary support 

for the Board and the staff…to be 

successful.  Your success is 

Jamaica’s success,” he declared. 

 The Minister pointed out that 

that even through the Pandemic, the 

agency has been working 

assiduously, with 24 dealers and 

535 salesmen approved for 

registration, and 135 developments 

with 3,514 units and 2855 lots 

approved since April 2020.  This 

resulted in a capital investment of 

$JA67.5 billion.  The investment of 

4,296 purchasers is currently being 

protected to the tune of $JA 59 

billion, Minister Charles also 

explained. 

 He also highlighted what he 

called a number of the “calculated 

moves to transform and innovate,” 

which were in train or completed 

recently.  These include: purchasing 

a Client Licencing and Management 

Software, which he said will improve 

the ability to manage data flow and 

communication in the organisation; 

ISO Certification as part of the 

Government’s public service 

modernization; a Client Portal for 

online payments; the 

implementation of a Records 

Management Programme, a new 

valuations disciplinary committee, 

and online examination for 

prospective real estate 

professionals.  On the Commission’s 

side, he also made mention of the 

Order obtained from the Court to 

regularise virtual general meetings.  

- Continued on page 3 -  
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 The Minister also announced that his Ministry 

would be embarking on an islandwide tour of select 

developers to examine how their operations with the 

Board may be refined, and define the most strategic way 

to increase efficiency.  “We are moving toward day-to-

day operations that reflect competence and capacity 

and increased focus on customer service. Our people 

deserve the best,” he concluded. 

 Also bringing greeting were CEO of the 

organisation, Sandra Garrick, who said the Minister’s 

presence signalled his support for the entity, and that 

strong ministerial support augurs well for any 

organization, especially an entity in transition as this 

one.   

  “This press conference has been very timely 

since so much has been happening in the organization 

and it is the Minister’s and the Board of Directors view 

that the public should be aware of these changes and 

should be knowledgeable about the services the 

organization offers and how they can access those 

services,” Mrs. Garrick explained.    

Minister Charles Jr. Press  

Conference, Tour 

Minister Charles Jr has a chat with some members of the Board of 

Directors, during his recent visit. Pictured with the Minister (left), are 

Howard Johnson Jr., Karl Vendryes and Michelle Watkis-Robinson (left 

to right)   

Data Processing and Records Officer, Demesha Marsh is all smiles 

after receiving a token following a presentation by the Jamaica Stock 

Exchange. 
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I 
 would like to begin by thanking our Minister, the 

Hon. Pearnel Charles Jr. for his recent tour of our 

offices and the Real Estate Training Institute, and 

the accompanying Press Conference.  As I said at 

that occasion, it was indicative of the portfolio and 

Ministerial support for the organisation and the various 

projects recently embarked on and the initiatives we 

have going forward.   

 We have set new dates in the final week of July 

into August, for a full-slate of Continuing Professional 

Development (CPD) courses.  I strongly encourage 

persons to pay close attention to these dates. 

 The Board has provided a two-year window 

within which persons are expected to complete the 

mandatory CPD Courses.  It is best to accumulate these 

courses over the course of the two years, instead of 

trying to start just before the end of the two-year period.  

This will ensure that they do not become an undue 

burden, with all five becoming due within a short period, 

and ultimately prevent persons from being licenced if 

the full obligation is not met.   

 A special thanks to the participants and 

facilitators of the recent Strata and Community 

Management Course.  We are confident that the course 

met your expectations and you would have all derived 

significant professional value from it.  An online 

assessment tool was disseminated to all participants 

via email to be completed.  I kindly ask that you take 10 

minutes to complete and return this so we can 

objectively review your assessment of the course.  We 

encourage others to look out for the next sitting of the 

course during the next quarter.  As usual, our 

practitioners will be notified via email of this, and any 

future course dates. 

 We are also very excited about the upcoming 

Social Media Marketing for Real Estate Professionals 

Course. For more information on this, you can read our 

article on page 10 of this Issue.  We believe that this is 

a course everyone who is serious about expanding his 

or her brand and earning potential should not want to 

miss.  Again, our practitioners will be notified via email 

of the final dates and registration details.   

 Also in the pipeline is the recently shot video 

commercial which outlines the benefits of engaging the 

services of licensed real estate professionals.  This has 

been one of the primary messages the Board has been 

driving home since day one and we hope that with this 

latest marketing efforts, persons will finally appreciate 

the benefits of doing just that.  

 This newsletter is but one of a number of ways 

in which we communicate with you our valuable clients.  

Please continue to monitor our website, follow us on our 

various social media platforms and most importantly, 

carefully read our emails for the latest developments 

and information coming out of the Board.   
 

 

A special thanks to the 

participants and 

facilitators of the recent 

Strata and Community 

Management Course.  

We are confident that 

the course met your 

expectations and you 

would have all derived 

significant professional 

value from it.   

CEO Message  

Sandra Garrick 
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Social Media Article 

Board Reminds Public of Benefits of Engaging  

Licensed Professionals 

A 
s a part of its drive to remind members of the 

public to only engage with real estate 

practitioners licensed by the organisation, the 

Real Estate Board recently shot a video 

commercial outlining the four primary benefits of doing 

so. 

 This is the latest in a mutli-pronged campaign to 

get persons to embrace this message.  The Board has 

already made several posts across its social media 

platforms, specifically Instagram, Facebook and Twitter; 

a radio commercial can currently be heard on the 

airwave of NewsTalk 94FM and the RJR Communication 

Group, specifically Fame, HITZ and RJR FM.  Handbills 

have also been produced and placed in the customer 

service areas, and the information published in a recent 

edition of the Gleaner.  

 As with its recent Client Portal commercial, the 

video will be seen on local TV stations CVM and TVJ as 

well as on YouTube as an in-video stream.  The 

commercial which was shot in the offices of Board, 

outlines four benefits to the public in dealing with 

licenced professionals.  Among the four are the fact that 

members of the public can have confidence in knowing 

that the professional has the necessary training and 

skills to offer competent and proficient service, as well 

as the fact that such persons (generally) adhere to strict 

legislative and anti-money laundering requirements and 

a Code of Ethics. 

 “Very broadly, the mandate of the Board is to 

protect the interest of the public and in doing so, ensure 

the integrity and professionalism of the industry by 

monitoring those we register and licence.  In order to be 

able to protect the public as best as possible, we have 

to provide them with the necessary information so they 

can protect themselves,” explained the Board CEO, 

Sandra Garrick. “An unregulated professional, who is by 

nature already acting illegally, is far more likely to 

further act in an unscrupulous manner, absent of the 

necessary checks and balances provided by the Board,” 

she added.  With the millions and tens of millions of 

dollars involved in real estate transactions, this is a risk 

which is not only unnecessary but potentially quite 

costly,” Mrs Garrick cautioned.     

 In expounding on the benefits, the head of the 

entity went on to explain that the Board’s disciplinary 

mechanism for example can move more expeditiously 

where a licenced practitioner is involved in a complaint, 

as the Board would have the necessary information, for 

example where the individual’s registered office is 

located.  

 The public is encouraged to do any of following, 

as a means of verifying the status of professionals: ask 

to see a current licence provided by the Board, conduct 

a query on the member search section of the Board’s 

website or make contact with the regulator via phone or 

email to make such a query.      

CPD Manager/Timeshare Director, Ainsworth Norton (right) and Senior Secretary, Anna-Lisa Smith 

(middle) take cues from director, Annestta Samuels, during the shoot for a new TV commercial 

encouraging persons to use licensed real estate processionals   

“The mandate of the 

Board is to protect the 

interest of the public and 

in doing so, ensure the 

integrity and 

professionalism of the 

industry...In order to be 

able to protect the public 

as best as possible, we 

have to provide them with 

the necessary 

information so they can 

protect themselves” 
 

Sandra Garrick 

CEO 
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O 
ver the years, the Real Estate Board has 

encountered a number of developments 

where purchasers have made deposits prior to 

works being completed, and thereafter lodging 

a complaint based on any number of issues.  These 

issues, which we will look at individually, often relate to 

any the following:  

 

- Defects; 

- Completion date not being met; 

- Escalation of purchase cost; 

- The provision of amenities; and 

- Refund requested but not being honoured. 

 

 Defects may occur due to poor workmanship, 

design, or materials used during construction.  These 

may include leaking roofs, cracks in the wall, leaking 

faucets, faulty electrical work etc. The timeline for filing 

these reports, the correction of these defects and the 

level of warranty covered must be clearly understood 

and the procedure for lodging a claim to effect repairs 

covered in writing. Liability would arise if these defects 

have been filed within the defects liability period, clearly 

defined, or the developer informed within the time 

frame specified in the contract. The purchaser is 

encouraged to seek legal and technical advice as it 

relates to the types of defects covered under their 

contract/defects liability period and the next-steps to be 

taken if these defects are not addressed to the 

satisfaction of the purchaser.  Defects may also arise 

from a breach of building codes.  In such cases, these 

may be referred to the respective Municipal Corporation 

that approved the development.  These defects may 

have  been certified by the building professional who 

issued the occupancy certificate.  It is important to 

ensure that this is a trained and certified professional.  

The purchaser may also have a claim against this 

person providing that obvious defects were ignored or 

missed.  This claim or complaint could be made through 

the regulatory body with oversight of the professional 

and/or the court. 

 Where completion dates are not being honoured 

by a developer, and revised dates continue to be 

missed, if the Board deems that the delay to be 

equivalent to the failure of the development, then the 

Board has the power to declare that development 

scheme failed and to dispose of the property under 

power of its charge on the land being developed, where 

there is a registered charge on the property in 

circumstances where purchasers’ funds were used in 

the development of the scheme.  The Board may 

exercise its authority to take control of the Trust 

Account, dispose of the property or the funds in the 

Trust Account and refund purchasers. The Board also 

has the power to call the Developer to a hearing or 

demand information based upon powers conferred to it 

under the Law, to provide a reasonable timeline to 

complete the development. The Board usually does the 

hearing as a first step, to accelerate action in the 

interest of the purchasers.  

 Another common issue which is often reported 

to the Board is the matter of escalation charges being 

added to the purchase price. This takes into account 

certified variations in the price of delivering units, and 

may be specified within a contract. This may be based 

on changes relating to labour, material or alterations in 

the approved plans.  Developers must state in their 

advertisement for sale of units if there is an escalation 

clause.  Where there are breaches based on the 

advertised cost vs final cost, the developer may be cited 

for such breaches under the Real Estate (Dealers and 

Developers) Regulations and can be brought before the 

Board for an Enquiry.  The Board does not have the 

authority to vary the terms of the signed sales 

The Board and  
Purchasers’  
Complaints 



agreement (whether or not there is an escalation 

clause), and any remedy would require the purchaser to 

exercise his or her right in a civil action, based on the 

advice of his or her Attorney. 

 Disagreements relating to amenities, and what 

purchasers are contractually obligated to receive, based 

on the nature of the agreement, can also be 

investigated by the Board.  These amenities may 

include, pool, recreational area, gym, water heater etc. It 

may also relate to the type of building finishes used or 

advertised by the developer.  It is based on these 

expectations or promises that purchasers may have 

made (pre) payments on units prior to completion.  

These are all matters that the Board may investigate.  

Developer should ensure that they adhere to 

requirements as advertised, and specify where plans 

can be viewed. In totality, purchasers should be given as 

much information as possible about the development 

and/or unit, including the amenities to be provided. The 

Board can determine if the issues raised are 

tantamount to ethical breaches, they may refer the 

complainant to take civil action and in extreme cases, 

criminal action may be pursued by the purchaser/Board 

if claims can be proven. The Board has the discretion to 

exercise its power based on the evidence presented, 

and may summon the Developer to an enquiry if a 

breach falls within the ambit of the Real Estate (Dealers 

and Developers) Act. 

 On the final matter of a request for refund on 

deposit, this is determined by terms, covenants or 

conditions specified in the contract between the 

developer and purchaser. A termination clause in a 

contract specifies procedures for cancellation and how 

refunds must be handled in a case of a cancelled sale.  

In dealing with refunds based on complaints lodged to 

the Board, the amount to refunded and time frame, may 

vary depending on the particulars of each case.  The 

duration to allow for a refund may also involve a lot or 

unit having to be resold, where purchasers’ monies 

have been used. Where purchasers’ monies have not 

been utilized and are still within the Trust Account, 

refunds can be processed in a more timely fashion. The 

Act allows for purchasers funds to be utilized for 

refunds, and for other specific and limited expenditure/

payments. The authorized financial institution with 

which the Developer is maintaining the Trust Account 

has a fiduciary duty to ensure withdrawals are not made 

contrary to the Real Estate (Dealers and Developers) 

Act. Where particular breaches occur in terms of how 

purchasers’ monies have been used by a developer, the 

Board may call the developer to an Enquiry or refer the 

matter for criminal prosecution. 

 The Board remains committed and vigilant in 

addressing any and all complaints by members of the 

public and we encourage persons to present those 

complaints to the Board.  We have a trained 

inspectorate team which is ready to act decisively to 

address these issues by: speaking with developers and 

relying on moral suasion, taking disciplinary action 

under the powers of its parent legislation, referring 

matters for criminal prosecution, or recommending civil 

action on the part of the purchaser.    

 

 

We have a trained inspectorate 

team which is ready to act 

decisively to address these 

issues by: speaking with 

developers and relying on moral 

suasion, taking disciplinary 

action under the powers of its 

parent legislation, referring 

matters for criminal prosecution, 

or recommending civil action on 

the part of the purchaser.    



C 
onstruction, which is captured as a goods-

producing sector in the counting of national 

output, was a star in the real economy last year. 

But real estate, which is classified as a service, 

was unable to match it. 

 Although the number of real estate transactions 

continued to grow last year, the value of the business 

done between January and December 2020, was lower 

by nearly $1 billion. 

 Comparatively, in the year before the pandemic, 

the value of transactions rose by $24 billion. Still, the 

rise in the number of deals last year, although slight, has 

some championing the real estate market as resilient to 

the crisis. 

 The data, which was provided by the National 

Land Agency, NLA, only relates to property transfers 

denominated in Jamaican dollars. 

 Five years ago, in 2016, the value of property 

transactions recorded by the NLA was estimated at $79 

billion. The transactions have climbed steadily since, 

peaking at $127.6 billion in 2019, but COVID-19 has 

partially disrupted their trajectory. 

 Last year, the value of property transfers fell to 

$126.7 billion, but the number of transactions continued 

rising to a new high of 10,401, up from 10,366 in 2019. 

The data implies that property values were relatively flat 

but slightly cheaper, on average, last year. 

 There is no discernible monthly pattern in the 

data, but NLA Commissioner of Valuations Eric Allen said 

that, around August to September, there tends to be a 

lull because of back-to-school priorities. That lull, 

however, is sometimes disrupted by government 

agencies or a large property investor, such as a hotel 

chain, doing large transactions, he said. 

 In reference to the seasonal behaviour or 

cyclicality of the market, Allen said: “It’s very hard to 

pinpoint, except Christmas, Budget time in April and 

back-to-school. While we can’t be definitive…the second 

half of the year is interesting.” 

 Andrew James, the managing director at A.S. 

James & Associates and chairman of the Real Estate 

Board, asserts that there is a cyclical pattern to the 

market, but notes that it is impacted by the turnaround 

time to finalise real estate transactions. 

 Properties sold in December, for example, are 

normally settled in March, mostly because of the 

bureaucracy, he said. 

 “The real problem for us is what happens at the 

Stamp Office. Things take too long to come out of that 

place. Many are of the view that, if transactions were 

taking a shorter time, then there would be more money 

in the economy,” he said. 

 The Stamp Office is the receiving agency for 

property sales agreements and, if necessary, does 

investigations through site visits and other checks to 

ascertain accurate values. The amount of stamp duty 

and other charges payable is based on the sale price 

recorded on the sales document. 

 James says, as a valuator, he finds that there are 

sometimes discrepancies between the property value 

recorded on the title and the value listed on the Multi 

Listing Platform (MLS) used by registered realtors. He 

says, in doing valuations, he uses the amounts recorded 

on the title, but also compares it with the listed price and 

actual sale price captured on the MLS platform. 

 “You may have instances where a property is 

registered on the title as being sold for $30 million but, 

when you check on the MLS, it is listed as being sold for 

$40 million,” he said. 

 James added that he will be using his tenure as 

chairman of the Real Estate Board to reconcile the 

numbers in a way that can more accurately reflect the 

real total value of properties sold. 

 He added that the market should continue 

relying on the NLA data in assessing value, while 

asserting that the figures to date show that the real 

estate market has remained COVID-proof. 

The  Re al  Estate  Jo urnal  
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Momentum 
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CNN Business 

By Diana Olick  

PUBLISHED MON, APR 5 2021   

 ‘This is not the time for 
amateurs,’ says real estate agent 
in a fiercely competitive housing 
market 

C 
ompetition in this spring’s housing market is 

hotter than ever, thanks to high demand and 

record low supply. 

Selling a home has likely never been easier, 

and while that may sound like great news for real 

estate agents, there is a problem: They are desperate 

to find listings. 

 “Frankly, this is not the time for amateurs,” said 

Dana Bull, a Boston area real estate agent. “This is the 

big leagues here.” 

 Bull has been in the real estate business for 

over a decade and has never seen it so lean. It’s not 

just Boston; nationally there are about half as many 

homes listed for sale right now without contracts on 

them as there were a year ago, according to 

realtor.com. The typical home is also now selling a 

week faster than last year. 

 By the numbers, there are now about twice as 

many working real estate agents as there are listings. 

Spring is usually the time of year when the most listings 

come on the market, but this March there were 20% 

fewer homes listed than last March. 

 Potential sellers have several concerns, the 

largest being that they are afraid they won’t be able to 

find or afford another home. Not only are home prices 

incredibly hot, up over 11% year over year, according to 

the S&P Case-Shiller home price index, but rents are 

also rising fast. 

 Nationwide, nearly 61% of home offers written 

by Redfin agents faced bidding wars in February, up 

from 59% in January. That is the 10th-straight month in 

which more than half of Redfin offers faced 

competition. More than a third of homes are also now 

selling for above list price. 

 “The uptick in mortgage rates is likely 

fueling more bidding wars in the short term because 

house hunters are rushing to buy homes before rates 

rise even further,” said Redfin chief economist Daryl 

Fairweather. 

 For agents, finding more listings is a constant 

struggle. Supply had been tightest on the low end of the 

market, but now the higher end is slimming as well. 

“We’re pulling out all the stops in terms of mailers, in 

terms of getting on social media,” said Bull. 

 The pandemic has also offered her another 

avenue. Potential clients are no longer constrained by 

location or commute, due to the new remote work 

culture. 

 “So, we are tapping our network, trying to 

facilitate some of these transactions, and some of 

them are happening, going into Boston, out of Boston, 

out of state, across the country. So we are networking 

and doing everything we can, working our channels and 

working our connections,” said Bull. 

 At a midpriced condominium in Boston last 

month, potential buyers were lining up outside and 

lamenting the competition inside. The listing agent, 

Geoff Strobeck, said he’s never seen anything like it. 

Selling is easy, he said, but finding more listings is 

tough. He said he focuses on educating and enticing 

potential sellers. 

 The condominium sold in barely two days with 

multiple offers over asking price. High sale prices, 

however, only go so far. Potential sellers are still 

worried about allowing people to tour their homes, 

especially in areas where Covid numbers are rising 

again. Agents are using virtual tours, even personal 

virtual walk-throughs, but sellers are still skittish. 
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S 
napbook, tickyclock…with so many new and 

emerging social media platforms, it’s hard for the 

uninitiated to keep up.  For those not 

technologically versed, it’s a quagmire that is 

simply relegated to needless, mindless stuff of teens and 

celebrities that the older demographic need not entertain.  

But what of those who work in a profession where clicks, 

likes and views are the closest thing to currency?  What if 

your ability to effectively utilize social media as a marketing 

tool could make the difference between being a beaming 

salesman of the year nominee, and the need to think about 

another career? Welcome to the evolving world of social 

media.   

 Because most real estate practitioners exist in the 

latter, where social media competence is a necessity and 

not a luxury, the Real Estate Board is set to roll out a social 

media marketing course as a part of the Continuing 

Professional Development (CPD) programme. The course 

will be facilitated by Digital Growth Strategist and Digital 

Marketing Educator Kerin Scott.  Ms Scott has over 12 

years of experience in Traditional and Digital Marketing, 

Sales and Customer Service.  She is also an adjunct 

Facilitator at CARIMAC, in addition to working for and with 

major media/content companies like Digicel and Yello 

(Pages).         

 “In the real estate business, persons buy with their 

eyes first and then their pockets. As a result, photo and 

video heavy social media platforms such as Facebook, 

LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube and Tiktok are dominated 

with views of homes and houses for sale where persons are 

able to have a glimpse into what the home experience 

could be like,” explained Kerin Scott.  “In the US a 2019 

study by their National Association of Realtors found that 

77% of realtors used social media, 99% of millennials 

(aged 24-40 years) and 90% of baby boomers (aged 57-75 

years) started their home search online. To add, Facebook, 

LinkedIn and Instagram were the top real estate social 

media platforms. Fast forward to Jamaica today and we can 

see this same trend, which has prompted many realtors to 

go online. But a big reason why social media is the 

preferred online channel has to do with the ability for your 

real estate content to get more reach, more eyeballs and 

more views,” she added.   

 “We are excited to expose the industry to this latest 

CPD Course offering.  We seek to use the continuous 

training requirement to present the latest developments in 

the real estate industry and certainly this is one of the most 

dynamic areas of business enhancement - real estate and 

otherwise,” according to Board CEO, Sandra Garrick.  Mrs. 

Garrick explained that the Board was delighted to have Ms. 

Scott as course facilitator, and that they expected 

significant interest in the Course, given her expertise and 

experience in the field.     

 “We think this will give practitioners the ability to 

drive sales through the various virtual platforms, and 

properly integrate them into their marketing plans as a 

means of reaching more people on mostly free, viral 

platforms,” explained CPD Manager, Ainsworth Norton.  

“Real estate sales are driven by visibility.  Potential buyers 

like to see what you are selling as the initial first step.  In 

the current environment for example, virtual walkthroughs 

have become a thing now, and it is important to know how 

to package that content and where is the best to place for 

maximum visibility and impact,” Mr. Norton added.     

 At the end of this CPD course, participants will be 

able to create social media plans for their real estate 

business and create content for social media platforms 

such as Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn and TikTok.  

 Real Estate professionals licenced by the Board 

are required to do a certain number of hours of CPD 

courses to be able to practice.  These may be mandatory or 

optional courses.  The Social Media Course is expected to 

be rolled out very shortly as an optional course.   

Board set to roll out  

Social Media 

Marketing CPD 

Course for Real 

Estate Practitioners  
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The Real Estate  

Dealers & Developers Act 
 

Mon July 26 

4:00-6:00pm 

   Each course provides 2 hours  
   towards CPD requirements  

Courses facilitated via Zoom 

Continuous Professional Development  

Visit the  
CLIENT PORTAL  

to register online 

GoAML for Dealers  

Wed July 28 | 4:00-6:00pm 
 

GoAML for Salesmen 

Thurs July 29 | 5:00-6:30pm 

The Terrorism  

Prevention Act 
 

Tues August 10 

5:00-7:00pm 

Common Issues in the  

Real Estate Industry 
 

Wed August 11 

5:00-7:00pm 

Anti-Money 

Laundering 2 
 

Mon August 12 

4:30-8:00pm 
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How would your friends describe you?  

My friends would describe me as fun, charismatic and 

outgoing. I believe this is an accurate description of me 

and wherever I go whether it is work, church or 

socialising otherwise, I am seen this way. I am 

comfortable with this because this is who I really am. 

 

What did you want to be when you were growing up 

I wanted to become an Accountant because I had the 

idea that Accountants are financially stable and are at 

times wealthier if their lifestyle is guided by their 

accounting principles.  Additionally, when I entered High 

School this was further strengthened by the fact that I 

didn’t like Mathematics and was encouraged that once I 

had another numerical subject then I would be fine.  The 

concept that accounting focuses on correct steps or 

processes and not just accurate answers made me 

somewhat more comfortable with the field. 

 

Who was your favorite teacher in school and why? 

My favourite teacher was Mrs. Ramsay because she 

taught me in Grade 1 and then again in Grade 3.  She 

was my favourite teacher because she was a Christian, 

kind, caring and treated the children like her own.  Even 

upon leaving primary school, she would spend some 

time to check on my progress in high school when we 

encounter each other in our community and she also 

had a good relationship with my parents. Her overall 

demeanor made it easy to like her and she would 

always tell us her students will be her students for life.  

Even when I started my first job, I ran into her on the 

road and she smiled proudly and said “look at my little 

baby who matured into a fine young lady”. 

 

What was your first job? 

My first job was a Delinquency Clerk/Typist in the 

Delinquency Control Department at GSB Co-operative 

Credit Union, now First Heritage Cooperative Credit 

Union Ltd. I started there summer 1997, at the 

recommendation of a friend; to make some money to 

pursue studies at the most distinguished Alpha 

Business College.  It involved preparing and dispatching 

correspondences to members who were in arrears with 

the Credit Union.  At the end of my summer employment 

I was asked by the then Human Resource Manager if I 

could continue my studies in evening school and work 

full time because they liked my work ethic.  I agreed and 

the rest is history. I continued with temporary 

employment until I got promoted to permanent 

employment as a Delinquency Control Officer, where I 

had to interview delinquent members, many irate as 

their arrears resulted from loss of income etc., and they 

were not in a position to pay their loans or their savings 

would have been used to offset their loans as much as 

possible.  I would also calculate arrears and update the 

system and relieve the Telephone Operator periodically.  

I stayed there for 5 ½ years. 

 

What really makes you angry? 

When people treat me or others unfairly it makes me 

angry.  For example, an attendant is treated less than a 

person or unfairly because of her job level in an 

organisation.  As such, she doesn’t get certain perks 

and respect from other employees or the employer who 

thinks this lady’s work does not count. This angers me 

because qualifications, appearance, race and status 

should not affect the amount of  respect someone 

receives.  We are all humans and should be treated 

equally and fairly. I have learned that the lower level 

Samantha Willoughby-Bennett  
Corporate Planning Analyst  
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staff such as the security, attendants, gardeners and janitors 

should be highly respected in organisations because their job 

is just as important as the head of the organisation.  These 

persons are most times loyal to a cause and have your back 

when they are treated fairly. 

 

How many pairs of shoes do you own? 

I currently own 10 pairs of shoes, 4 pairs of slippers and 1 

pair of sneakers. Ten pairs of shoes are not considered a lot 

for a woman; however, I was diagnosed with a stress fracture 

that limits the height of the heels of the shoes I can or should 

wear.  I had relatives who wear similar shoes size shopping 

without money in my closet for shoes of their choice.  I am 5 

feet 3 inches tall so I usually try to make up for my height by 

wearing 4-6 inches stilettos.  Also because of the pandemic  

with persons mostly working and worshiping from home, 

some of my shoes started to deteriorate because they are not 

being worn, so I had to throw some out. 

 

What's your favourite fast food chain or restaurant? 

My favourite restaurant is Dragon Court Chinese Restaurant.  

Prior to the pandemic my family would dine-in or take out for 

just about any occasion, whether it is a birthday celebration, 

holiday, a no-cook day or just for a quick meal.  I love their 

special fried rice, sweet and sour chicken, and any shrimp 

dish.  The service is always good and the environment is 

generally clean, and welcoming with private setting if 

required. 

 

What skill would you like to master? 

I would like to master eyebrow arching or make-up artistry.  I 

am fascinated with beauty and being made up.  I had the 

opportunity of being enrolled in the foundation level of a 

Makeup Artistry course with Heart NTA some years ago.  As 

much as I prefer subtle makeup, I like to see well done 

makeup that is natural, and not making the face look like it is 

painted by an amateur artist.  Eyebrow arching is good to 

learn because even if someone doesn’t wear foundation 

because she has flawless skin, with unruly eyebrows the face 

does not look as beautiful.  However, one can have well-

groomed eyebrows with blemishes and still look beautiful as 

the hair and eyebrows take the emphasis off the rest of the 

face. 

 

What one thing do you really want but can’t afford yet? 

The thing I want but can’t afford yet is a beach front vacation 

home on the north or south coast.  I try to vacation on the 

north or south coast when I am not traveling overseas and it 

is so relaxing - away from the busy hustle of life and away 

from home with all the chores and responsibilities.  This 

would be my getaway to recuperate and revitalize to get back 

into the regular activities of life that can drain your energy. 
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Human Resources  

Technology skills 

A 
ccording to recruitment experts, the best way to 

prepare for a post-pandemic world is to gain 

information technology (IT) skills. We've already 

seen how critical IT skills were during lockdown, 

when companies needed to adapt quickly to the new 

world order of employees working from home. 

 The World Economic Forum estimated that 54 

per cent of all employees will require ‘significant’ 

reskilling by 2022 to keep up with the digital revolution. 

The coronavirus crisis has fuelled this even further with 

a higher reliance on technology, meaning that desirable 

skills are changing every day.  

 Technologies such as artificial intelligence, the 

Internet of Things, virtual reality, machine learning, 

cloud computing, software development and data 

analytics will make businesses more resilient to future 

pandemics, and anyone that can help companies exploit 

these technologies will be in a great position. 

Although it’s unlikely that you’ll need to know every 

system or platform, demonstrating a solid working 

knowledge of IT tools will certainly help propel your job 

profile above the rest. 

 

Digital marketing skills                     . 
From online home-schooling and remote working to 

telemedicine, digital skills have been at the forefront of 

everything during the coronavirus pandemic. Consumers 

also moved to digital channels, and organisations are 

now realising the importance of digitally enhanced 

offerings and interactions.                 . 

 This digital transformation has resulted in a 

surge in demand for digital marketing specialists in 

areas such as e-commerce, content creation, social 

media marketing, search engine optimisation and paid 

search; all of which have been a lifeline for businesses 

during the pandemic. 

Communication skills          . 
The ability to communicate effectively has always been 

an important skill. Now, the ability to communicate 

effectively using different online digital technologies and 

platforms like ZOOM, Microsoft Teams and Slack is even 

more important to be an effective remote worker. 

Gail Dandy Newell    

Human Resource Specialist  
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In-demand job skills in a  

post-pandemic world 

 
How to set yourself up for job success in the ‘new normal’.  

Wondering how you can stand out in a post-pandemic job market? 

Demonstrating these top six skills to potential employers is sure to set 

you apart from other candidates. 



July 5 - August 5 

FULL TIME 

Mondays-Fridays 

9:00 am-6:00 pm 

October 19 - December 17 

EVENINGS & 3 FULL DAYS 

Mondays-Thursdays 

5:30pm-8:45pm 

Full days: Oct 29, Nov 12 & 26 

The Real Estate Training Institute 

2021 Remaining  Pre-Licensing Course Schedule  

Courses are contingent on receiving the minimum number of applicants to proceed.  

Applicants are processed on a first come, first serve basis 
 

            For additional information including: Application Deadline, Interview Dates, Registration Deadline  

     & Exam Dates Visit the Courses section of our website @ www.reb.gov.jm 

Pre-Licensing Course for Salesmen 

September 1 - November 26 

DAY RELEASE 

Every Wednesday 

9:00 am-6:00 pm 

Four Full Tuesdays 

Full days: Sept 7, 21,  

 As more and more people continue to work from 

home, job candidates need to have the ability to 

communicate using multiple channels and platforms 

including video conferencing, phone and written 

communications. 

 

Adaptability & creativity 
While skills like adaptability and creativity have always 

been valued in the workplace, they are more important 

now than ever before. During the pandemic, we saw the 

importance of these skills; and for many companies it 

was pivot or perish. 

 Businesses that were able to quickly come up 

with innovative ways to deliver their services virtually or 

shift to new products were better able to weather the 

storm during the COVID crisis.   

 To succeed in the post-pandemic world, you will 

need to be innovative and flexible to the ever-evolving 

workplace and be able to upskill and refresh your skills 

on an ongoing basis.  

 

Emotional intelligence 
Emotional intelligence is the capacity to relate to others, 

identify and manage your own and others’ emotions as 

well as recognise your own strengths and weaknesses. 

At times when people feel uncertain about the future, 

interpersonal relationships and connecting with people 

on an emotional level is a particularly important skill. 

 Whether it’s to reassure others during stressful 

times, adapt workloads in response to the struggles of 

those around you, or generally keep an open chain of 

communication, trust, and empathy with your team – 

emotional intelligence is guaranteed to help you get 

ahead in a post-pandemic world.  

Security Proficiency                     .                                           
With ‘remote working’ becoming the norm post-COVID, 

security has arguably never  been more important as 

employees access sensitive applications from home or 

as  more businesses move their data off-premise and 

into the cloud.                             

 As more people work remotely, and more 

businesses shift their operations  online, cybersecurity 

is another field that will continue to be in-demand in the 

months  and years ahead.  

Source: https://www.allianzcare.com/en/about-

us/blog/2021/04/in-demand-job-skills-in-a-post-pandemic-

world.html 
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Who Knew  
REAL ESTATE Could Be this 

Funny??    

 

Thor decided to pursue his career in real estate. He's 

going to be real-thor!  

 

What happened when the realtor company opened a 

Lego land? All the kids of the town started lining up 

for the blocks!  


